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LMC Workholding is rapidly becoming the 
market leader in workholding for the manufacture 
of wheels for passenger cars, light trucks, 
heavy trucks and buses.  LMC Wheel Chucks 
can be adapted to most any type of lathe 
maker worldwide.

LMC has engineered new wheel chuck 
technologies to include quick change and 
lightweight models. Our engineering staff 
offers many years of wheel chuck design and 
implementation experience, along with many years 
of hydraulic actuator and power chuck experience. 
LMC also offers matching wheel chuck cylinders. 
Rely on LMC Workholding for your wheel 
production needs.

Clamp

Draw End Position Swing Point Unclamp Position

Unclamp

Note on tooling: There are many tooling options, often specific to individual wheels.  
Please contact LMC for more information and specific tooling examples.
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US-1218
(Passenger Car • Light Truck)
2800  rpm
Min. 12                Max. 18

US-1420
(Passenger Car • Light Truck)
2800  rpm
Min. 14                   Max. 20

US-1524
(Light Truck • Truck • Bus)  
2200  rpm
Min. 15                                                       Max. 24.5

US6-1620
(Passenger Car •Light Truck)
2500  rpm
Min. 15                        Max. 20

 

Large

Comprehensive Wheel Chuck Selection Guide
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This chuck, available in three models, does it all.  
The US-1218 and US-1420 chucks fit automobile
 and light truck wheels up to 18” and 20” in 
diameter, respectively.  The US-1524 can handle 
truck and bus wheels up to 24.5” in diameter.
These US series chucks are lightweight for 
increased spindle life and faster cycle times.  

Contact LMC Workholding for the 
optimum clamping solution.

  Capacity RPM Drawbar Drawbar Spindle Chuck A Dia. B
 Model No. Wheel Dia. (max) Pull Stroke Mount Weight (in/mm) (in/mm)  
  (in)  (lbs/kg) (in/mm)  (lbs/kg)

US-1218  12 to 18 2800 7700/3500 1.38/35 A2-8 156/70 19.5/495 5.90/149.7
US-1420 14 to 20 2800 7700/3500 1.38/35 A2-8 163/74 21.5/546.2 5.90/149.7
US-1524  15 to 24 2200 7700/3500 1.38/35 A2-11 236/107 236/660.4 7.85/199.5

Note on tooling: 
There are many tooling options, often specific to individual wheels.  
Please contact LMC for more information and specific tooling examples.

Clamp Unclamp

Lightweight Series

Next-generation  
cam arm design
Next-generation  
cam arm design

Chuck Operation:
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Note on tooling: 
There are many tooling options, often specific to individual wheels.  
Please contact LMC for more information and specific tooling examples.

Important info about chuck — 

Adjusting a cam arm from one wheel diameter 
to another in seconds makes this chuck ideal for 
aftermarket wheel manufacturers and OEM 
suppliers who handle short-run specialty wheels.

The 6-Jaw Production Series cam arms can be 
adjusted to accommodate a various range of 
wheel diameters as easily as inserting a wrench 
and turning it. The 6-Jaw Production Series for 
automobiles and light trucks allows for variations 
in raw castings as well as reducing the tooling cost. 
One tooling setup can be used for multiple parts.

A dia.

B

6-Jaw Production Series

  Capacity RPM Drawbar Drawbar Spindle Chuck A Dia. B
 Model No. Wheel Dia. (max) Pull Stroke Mount Weight (in/mm) (in/mm)  
  (in)  (lbs/kg) (in/mm)  (lbs/kg)

US6-1620 16 to 20 2500 4045/1835 0.984/25 A2-8 364/165 22.8/580 10.2/258
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Jaw Inserts are crucial in the accurate clamping of 
a part. We offer custom Jaw Inserts to fit any wheel.  
We have a Jaw Insert with a Pivoting Carbide Insert 
for better clamping on castings that can come out 
with parting lines and rough edges.  We also offer 
standard Jaw Inserts, Jaw Inserts with a Carbonite 
Coating for better grip, and Jaw Inserts with a Nylon 
Pad installed to keep from marring any surfaces.

Jaw Inserts
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LMC offers a variety of solutions when it comes to 
Part Rests. Options include individual Part Rests or 
Adjustable Part Rests with a Base. Adjustable Part 
Rests can make setup easier with only removing 2 
bolts and locating the Part Rest on the Base in the 
corresponding location for each wheel size. Locating 
surfaces on the top of the Part Rests can be smooth 
or serrated depending on the application. All Part 
Rests are heat treated to stand up to the abuse of 
changing wheels and manufacturing processes.

Parts Rests
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Work-piece centering is an integral part of the machining process and 
LMC Workholding is here to help. 

With our multiple centering options, LMC Workholding will help you find 
the right part for the job.

Work-piece Centering

 Centering Method Features and Benefits

 *Spring Ring

 Triangle Plate

 Lug Hole

 Hub Bowl

 Tapered Post

 Collet Chuck

 Power Chuck

 Active Centering

OP
1

Workpiece Centering Method Selection Chart

OP
2

OP
1&2

*Will not fit LPS Series Chucks

Provides clearance for sprue on casted parts.
Easily fits motorcycle wheels with large boss.

Similar to spring ring method although more accurate. 
Will fit both LPS Series wheel chucks.

Accurate centering method used on wheels that have 
precisely cast lug holes.

Lowest cost method. Used to center a workpiece that 
has an accurately cast hub bowl.

2nd operation only method. One bolt design allows for 
quick change overs. Tapered contact eliminates slop.

Uses expanding mandrel to center part. 
Highly accurate centering method.

Uses locators on a power chuck to locate in machined 
hub diameter. Highly accurate method.

Most accurate centering method. Repeatability within 
± 20 microns. 0% play in Z-axis direction.
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The Spring Ring centering option 
provides clearance for the sprue 
on casted parts. Also, easily fits 
motorcycle wheels or any wheel 
with a large boss.

Spring Ring 
Centering

1. Locator Plate This plate 
acts as the centering device 
for the wheel.

2. Adaptor Plate This plate 
ensures proper fit onto the 
wheel chuck.

Quite similar to Spring Ring 
centering, although more accurate.

1

2

Triangle Plate 
Centering
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The centering method uses the 
accurately pre-cast lug holes to 
center the part on the chuck.

The centering method uses the 
accurately pre-cast hub holes to 
center the part on the chuck.

Lug Hole 
Centering

Hub Bowl 
Centering
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Tapered Post 
Centering

Active 
Centering

The tapered post option is 
designed for 2nd operation only. 
This one bolt design allows for 
quick change over time and ease 
of use. The tapered contact 
provides hold with no play.

This unit uses 3 active centering 
arms which center the wheel when 
the drawbar becomes engaged. 
This is the most accurate 
centering option with a tolerance 
of ± 20 microns.
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Collet Chuck 
Centering

Power Chuck
Centering

This method uses the 
machined hub diameter to 
center the part. A mandrel 
in the center pulls down 
expanding the collet centering 
the part. 

This method uses the machined 
hub diameter to center the part. 
Locators are placed on a power 
chuck and expand to center the 
part when the chuck is actuated.
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LMC Workholding offers two chuck actuators specifically designed for 
wheel chuck applications like yours. These hydraulic cylinders offer 
optimum hydraulic system pressure settings for the fastest 
clamping/unclamping action available. Their shorter lengths and lighter 
weights enhance lathe acceleration and  deceleration while improving 
machine dynamics and reducing energy consumption.

Model LWC1120 is a single-motion cylinder ideal for applications 
that use solid mandrels or spring rings for wheel centering. Model LWC2146 
is a dual motion cylinder that is ideal for applications that actuate a collet 
or the LMC Active Centering System.

Chuck Actuators

LWC1120-35-01L
Single Motion

LWC2146-35-12-01L
Dual Motion

Model No. Weight Length Stroke Time

Single Motion
LWC1120 35 lbs 319 mm 1.6 sec.
Competitor Unit 59 lbs 498 mm 2.5 sec.

Dual Motion 
LWC2146 50 lbs 314 mm 2.3 (0.4) sec.
Competitor Unit 78 lbs 510 mm 3.5 (0.6) sec. 

LMC Cylinders vs. Competitors Cylinders
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Clamping Cylinder Centering Cylinder

The industry’s lightest, shortest, 
fastest actuators...period.

New, innovative designs allow for increased performance, 
increased seal life, as well as decreased drain flow. New 
materials such as Viton have replaced old standards such 
as NBR. These new materials provide extra protection from 
wear and leakage.

Why Choose 
LMC Cylinders?

All seals, wipers, and o-rings 
have been changed to Viton 
material to help us produce 
our most efficient cylinder yet.

      Maximum
 

Model No.
 

Bore x Stroke Piston Area Bore x Stroke Piston Area
 Operating RPM’s Cylinder

  
(mm) (in2/cm2) (mm) (in2/cm2)

  Pressure (max) Weight

      (psi/MPa)  (lbs/kg)

 LWC1120-35-01L 120 x 35 15.6/101 N/A N/A 580/4.0 5000 35/16

 LWC2146-35-12-01L 146 x 35 17.2/111 40 x 12 0.992/6.4 568/3.92 4000 50/23
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Proper chuck actuation helps ensure accuracy when 
machining. LMC Workholding has developed a new 
sensor to help monitor and detect errors related 
to proper cylinder stroke.

The LMC Workholding contact sensor fixture utilizes the 
most advanced contact sensors on the market today to 
help ensure that your part comes out right, the first time.

These fixtures are cylinder specific to either the LWC1120 
single motion cylinders or the LWC2146 dual motion 
cylinders. Each fixture is designed and pre-programmed 
for a worry-free, easy installation.

Contact Sensors

The primary sensor monitors 
the stroke of the part 
clamping mechanism; 
whereas the secondary sensor 
(LWC2146 only) monitors 
the stroke of the centering 
mechanism. 

LWC1120 Single Motion Cylinder
1—Cylinder
2—Sensor Fixture

LWC2146 Dual Motion Cylinder
1—Cylinder
2—Sensor Fixture

Primary Sensor Unit

To GT-71A 
Amplifier

Primary Sensor Unit

To GT-71A 
Amplifier

To GT-72A 
Amplifier

Secondary Sensor Unit
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Removing the Flashing 
prior to OP1:
• Improves the heat treating process

• Allows for easier handling of parts   
 whether on a conveyor or on a robot

• Reduces time in the OP1 process

De-Flash 
Chucks

The jaws for the De-Flash chuck are made 
in-house in Logansport, Indiana, along with the 
De-Flash Chuck itself.

De-Flash Chucks clean 
up excess material left 
on the part from the 
casting process.
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Some surfaces on your wheel can be 
scratched or even damaged by chip 
debris.  Whether you paint your wheel 
before turning, or even want to avoid 
re-finishing, a custom engineered chip 
guard from LMC Workholding can help 
you maintain your desired finish.

Chip 
Guards

Features and Benefits

•  Protect painted wheels 
 while turning

•  Protect window edge 
 and keep that finish!

•  Mounting base specifically 
 designed for your model   
 of chuck

•  Chip guards designed to fit 
 specific wheels and patterns

•  Mounting base fits many 
 different guards

Purple - Wheel
Green - Chip Guard
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Specialty Workholding
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Specialty Workholding
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Resources & Capabilities

LMC Workholding is the present entity of 
Logansport Machine Company, which 
from 1916 has carried the reputation for 
the quality engineering and manufacturing 
of a variety of workholding products.

Centrally located in the industrial USA 
Midwest, our Logansport, Indiana 
headquarters and manufacturing facility 
features the latest in manufacturing 
equipment and quality systems.

You will find here leading CNC machining, 
turning and grinding equipment in clean, 
modern facilities. Our engineering and 
manufacturing teams are experienced 
enough to get it right and nimble enough 
to answer your unique challenges.
 
If you will be in the Logansport, Indiana 
area please call us and arrange a tour of 
our facility so you can see first hand our 
equipment, our quality systems and 
our people in action.

Logansport 
Facility
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Notes
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